
COMMUNICATION APP IMPLEMENTATION

The following list ONLY represents personal opinion of the presenters.  It 
does not represent any policy from our agency or state.  We reserve the 
right to claim that while we are familiar with all of these apps, their 
features may change, making this information out of date.  In addition, 
we may be unaware of certain features.  

This list is ONLY an overview on what features exist in certain apps, that 
make them appealing TO US for different communicators.  In addition, 
including or not including any app should not be construed as an attempt 
to endorse or discredit any app.

Types of Communicators:  
Beginning; Page Based; Linked System; Combination; All Text; Topic 
Setting; Photo Journalist  

Please refer to other presentation handouts for definitions of the various 
communicators.

GoTalkNow 
Beginning Communicator
Can scan with auditory prompts or direct select; has nice contrasting 
background.  Easy to swipe between pages, which is helpful when page 
sets are so limited; can attach video, sounds or page links; page set sizes 
we use most are 4, 9, although we sometimes only display some of the 
items on the pages as well (i.e., 4 possible, only 2 showing). Pretty 
intuitive to learn.  Use 3 finger downward swipe to get into the main 
menu.

Sounding board
Beginning Communicator
Currently free; Can direct select or scan; can have auditory prompt; visual 
highlight is a red line (can’t be adjusted); background is limited contrast 
(light brown with grain markings for the “board” in Sounding board, I 
guess). Grid sizes range from 1-9 cells on a page (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9); only 
recorded speech; VERY easy to set up; limited app, but great in terms of 
low learning curve.

TS Choice
Beginning Communicator, Page Based Communicator (especially Scanner)
Can scan or direct select. Best scanning app so far for more complex 
communicator; black background possible, PCS symbols.



TS Sequence
Beginning Communicator
Basically a step-by-step with pictures.  Can be activated by single touch 
on screen, or by switch.  Very nice, can save multiple sequences; use for 
story telling, or social interaction.

TouchChat with TalkAbout AAC (extra); Multichat (included); Word Power 
(different levels - extra); custom pages (start from scratch if you dare!)
All Communicator Types
Can work on a grid from 1x1 to 10x10; pages can have buttons of more 
than one size; can hide/show, but must do individually; can separate 
buttons by hidden buttons (3/4”x1/2”) or thickest borders (approx. 1/8”); 
fairly small learning curve; can attach video, audio, synthetic speech, 
recorded speech; strong button action library (can create buttons to do a 
myriad of things)

Proloquo2go: “Core” and “Basic” user areas
All Communicator Types
Version 2 is a terrific improvement; hide/show very easily accomplished; 
can easily adjust space between buttons; can give nice black contrast in 
background; has comprehensive existing folders to draw from in stored 
vocabulary, as well as levels 1 and 2 ranking for words and/or folders; 
with prolonged touch, can elicit various forms or conjugations of words, 
depending on part of speech; rows are set to default to the same number 
of columns, but this can be adjusted in “advanced” folder.

Autismate 
Photo Journalist Communicator
Lots of layers, can imbed video, social stories; can use synthetic or 
recorded speech
Good for photo journaling and visual supports

Scene&Heard
Photo Journalist Communicator
Recorded speech only; very easy to learn; focus is on single picture, but 
pictures can be linked; hotspots are placed within picture and general 
comments below

Click ‘n Talk
Photo Journalist Communicator



Very inexpensive app; behaves like slide show.  Provides book frame with 
room for photo and text; recorded speech only.  Learning curve is less 
than 10 minutes; great app for retelling stories or for giving detail about 
an item that can be represented by numerous pictures for photo 
journaling.


